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a b s t r a c t
A simplematrix is a (0, 1)-matrix with no repeated columns. Let F and A be (0, 1)-matrices.
We say that A avoids F if there is no submatrix of Awhich is a row and column permutation
of F . Let ∥A∥ denote the number of columns of A. We define forb(m, F) = max{∥A∥ :
A is anm-rowed simple matrix which avoids F}.
For two matrices H and K , define [H | K ] as the concatenation of H and K . Let t · H
denote the concatenation of t copies of H . Given a number t with t ≥ 1, define
F8(t) =
1 0 1 00 1 0 11 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
t ·
1 00 11 1
0 0

 .
We are able to show that forb(m, F8(t)) is Θ(m2) and that this matrix is ‘‘maximal’’ (in
some sense) with respect to this property. A conjecture of Anstee and Sali predicts three
‘‘maximal’’ 4-rowed cases to consider with quadratic bounds, and F8(t) is one of them.
Establishing the quadratic upper bounds for all three cases would establish the veracity
of the conjecture for all 4-rowed configurations.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The paper considers an extremal problem. The celebrated results of Erdős and Stone [8] and Erdős and Simonovits [7]
consider the following question. Givenm ∈ N and a graphH , what is themaximumnumber of edges of a graph onm vertices
that avoids having a subgraph isomorphic to H?
One of several possible generalizations of this to hypergraphs is the following problem in the area of extremal set theory.
Define a matrix to be simple if it is a (0, 1)-matrix with no repeated columns. Then an m× n simple matrix corresponds to
a simple hypergraph or set system on m vertices with n edges. For a matrix A, define ∥A∥ to be the number of columns of A.
For a (0, 1)-matrix F , we define that a (0, 1)-matrix A avoids F (as a configuration) if there is no submatrix of A which is a
row and column permutation of F . Let Av(m, F) denote the set of allm-rowed simple matrices with no configuration F . Our
main extremal problem is to compute
forb(m, F) = max
A
{∥A∥ : A ∈ Av(m, F)}.
A survey on the topic can be found in [1].
Some helpful notation is the following. For two given matrices A and Bwhich have the same number of rows, let [A | B]
denote the matrix of A concatenated with B. For t ≥ 1, let t · A denote the concatenation of t copies of A. For a set of rows
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S, we let A|S denote the submatrix of A given by the rows S. For a single row r , we define row(r) to be the set that contains
element j if and only if there is a 1 in A in row r and column j (that is, considering row r as an incidence vector).
This paper considers a single-parameter family of forbidden configurations which were all predicted to have a certain
behaviour by Conjecture 1.2 of Anstee and Sali [6]. In the course of our proof, we consider forbidding more than one
configuration. Let F = {F1, F2, . . . , Fs} be a set of (0, 1)-matrices. We define Av(m, {F1, F2, . . . , Fs}) to be the set of all
m-rowed simple matrices which avoid each of F1, F2, . . . , Fs. This yields the extremal problem of finding the following
function:
forb(m, {F1, . . . , Fk}) = max
A
{∥A∥ : A ∈ Av(m, {F1, F2, . . . , Fk})}.
We are interested in both exact and asymptotic results for forb(m,F ).
Note that, in our problem, when considering a particular matrix, the order of its rows and columns does not matter. We
define a configuration to be a (0, 1)-matrix with row and column order information stripped. Formally, a configuration is a
class in the quotient formed in the set of all (0, 1)-matrices with the equivalence relation∼ given by A ∼ B if B is a row and
column permutation of A. We say that F is a subconfiguration of A if there is a submatrix of a representative of Awhich is in
the class that configuration F represents. That is, F is a subconfiguration of A if, in the matrix world, A has a subconfiguration
which is a row and column permutation of F .
An important general result due to Füredi [9] is the following.
Theorem 1.1 ([9]). Let F be a given k-rowed (0, 1)-matrix. Then forb(m, F) is O(mk).
We desire more accurate asymptotics. The following product is important. Let A and B be (0, 1)-matrices. We define the
product A × B by taking each column of A and putting it on top of every column of B. Hence, if ∥A∥ = a and |B| = b, then
|A× B| is ab. Here is an example of a product:
A =

0 1 1
0 0 1

, B =

1 0
0 1

H⇒ A× B =
 0 0 1 1 1 10 0 0 0 1 11 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
 .
Weare interested in an asymptotic bound for forb(m, F). Let Im be them×m identitymatrix, Icm be the (0, 1)-complement
of Im (all 1s except for the diagonal), and let Tm be the triangular matrix, namely the (0, 1)-matrix with a 1 in position i, j if
and only if i ≤ j. Anstee and Sali conjectured that the ‘‘best’’ asymptotic constructions would be products of I , Ic , and T .
Conjecture 1.2 ([6]). Let F be a (0, 1)-matrix. Define X(F) to be the largest number p such that F is not a subconfiguration of
some product of the form
R1 × R2 × · · · × Rp,
where each Ri ∈ {Ir , Icr , Tr} for sufficiently large r. Then
forb(m, F) = Θ(mX(F)).
The fact that forb(m, F) = Ω(mX(F)) is built into the conjecture, by takingm = r · p. Indeed, if F is not contained in some
p-fold product of the above type R1× · · · × Rp, then forb(m, F) is at least (m/p)p = Ω(mp). Proving the conjecture reduces
to showing that forb(m, F) = O(mX(F)).
The conjecture has been proven for all k× ℓ configurations F with k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and many other cases in various papers.
The proof for k = 2 is in [4], and that for k = 3 is in [4,3,6]. For ℓ = 2, the conjecture was verified in [5]. For k = 4, all
cases when F is simple were completed in [2]. For k = 4 and F non-simple, there were only three cases left [1]. Theorem 1.3
completes one of them. Let F8(t) be the 4× (4+ 2t)matrix
F8(t) =
1 0 1 00 1 0 11 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
t ·
1 00 11 1
0 0

 .
Theorem 1.3. Let t ≥ 1 be given. Then forb(m, F8(t)) isΘ(m2). Moreover, if α is a 4× 1 column not in
101
0
 ,
011
0

 ,
then forb(m, [F8(t) | α]) isΩ(m3).
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The configuration F8(t) is one of three boundary cases which are conjectured to have quadratic bounds, but the
constructions of the conjecture show that adding a ‘new’ column results in a larger bound. We have several ingredients
to our proof. The first is our standard decomposition and associated induction in Section 2. The second is to consider an
A ∈ Av(m, F) and a set of rows S, and consider which columns are missing or in short supply in A|S based on the forbidden
configuration(s). This is described in Section 3. But there is a great deal more in the proof in Section 5.
2. Standard decomposition
Let F be a k-rowed matrix. Suppose that we have A ∈ Av(m, F). Consider deleting a row r . Let Cr(A) be the matrix that
consists of the repeated columns of the matrix that is obtained when deleting row r from A. If we permute the rows of A so
that r becomes the first row, then, after some column permutations, A looks like this:
A = r

0 · · · 0 1 · · · 1
Br(A) Cr(A) Cr(A) Dr(A)

, (1)
where Br(A) are the columns that appearwith a 0 on row r , but do not appearwith a 1, andDr(A) are the columns that appear
with a 1 but not a 0. We see that [Br(A) Cr(A)Dr(A)] is a simple (m− 1)-rowed matrix with no configuration F , yielding
forb(m, F) ≤ ∥Cr(A)∥ + forb(m− 1, F). (2)
This means that any upper bound on ∥Cr(A)∥ (as a function ofm) yields an upper bound on A by induction. We search for a
row r such that ∥Cr(A)∥ is as small as possible. Proving that there is a row r with ∥Cr(A)∥ small enough would mean that we
can proceed by induction. We deduce some structural information on Cr(A), such as noting that Cr(A) has no configuration
[Bs(F) Cs(F)Ds(F)] for s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, where k is the number of rows of F .
When attempting to use (2), one sometimes gets stuck, in the sense that Cr(A) is too large for every row r . To handle this,
we can try to delete a small number of columns from A (without deleting any row) before proceeding to do induction. Great
care has to be taken when doing this to avoid mistakes.
3. What is missing
Given a matrix A, a number t , and an s-tuple of rows S with S = {r1, r2, . . . , rs}, we say that an s × 1 column
α = (a1, a2, . . . , as)T is in short supply if it appears<t times in A|S . We say that it is absent or missing if it does not appear
in A|S . We denote a column that is in short supply and a column that is absent, respectively, by
< t
r1
r2
...
rs

a1
a2
...
as
 and
no
r1
r2
...
rs

a1
a2
...
as
.
We say that a column is in long supply if appears t or more times. In our proofs, we identify a subset of columns that are
in short supply or absent for every s-tuple of rows S (the remaining columns might be in long supply).
Perhaps an example might help clarify this idea. Let
F =
1
0
0
2 ·
1
1
0

=
1 1 1
0 1 1
0 0 0

.
We can conclude that, for any matrix A ∈ Av(m, F), in each triple of rows (a, b, c) of A there is an ordering (x, y, z) of
(a, b, c) for which one of the three cases shown below occurs. Columns marked by ‘‘no’’ must be absent, columns marked
with<2 must be in short supply, and the rest may potentially be in long supply (l.s.).
no no no
x
y
z
1
0
0
 0
1
0
 0
0
1

or
< 2 < 2 < 2
x
y
z
1
1
0
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

or
no no < 2 < 2
x
y
z
1
0
0
 0
1
0
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

.
Of course if there are no columnswith exactly one 1 in A|S (the first case), then A|S avoids F . The same is true if all columns
with exactly two 1s are in short supply (the second case). The third case might be a little harder to see, but if we take a look
at the columns potentially in long supply, we see why:
absent short supply long supply
no no1
0
0
 0
1
0

,
< 2 < 21
0
1
 0
1
1

H⇒
l.s. l.s. l.s. l.s.0
0
0
 0
0
1
 1
1
0
 1
1
1

.
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Clearly F is avoided: no matter how many times we repeat each column marked in long supply, if we are only allowed
to have the columns marked in short supply only once, then F will not be a subconfiguration.
To see that one of the three possibilities shown above must happen in each triple of rows (when avoiding F ), a simple
case analysis is required for this particular configuration F , but for other configurations itmight getmuchmore complicated.
We have written a program in C++ to help us find the complete list of possibilities for columns that are absent or in short
supply. The input is a family of configurations F , and the output is the list of possibilities for columns absent or in short
supply in each s-tuple of rows. Studying this list is often easier than studying F for the purpose of analysing the structure
of a matrix that avoids every configuration in F . The list given in Section 5 was checked for correctness by comparing the
output from a different program written in sage (a version of Python). Unfortunately, the program runs in Ω(22
s
) time. In
practice, this means≤4 rows is instantaneous, 5 rows takes, depending on the configuration, anywhere from a fewminutes
to a couple of hours, and attempting with 6 rows would be futile, as 264 is not a reasonable number. All the source code can
be freely downloaded from http://www.math.ubc.ca/~anstee/.
4. Implications
Given t and two rows i, j, we say that i → j is an implication (roughly i ‘‘implies’’ a row j) if the following is satisfied on
pair i, j:
< 2t
i
j

0
1

. (3)
The motivation for this definition is that i → j means that, if in some column of A there is a 0 in row i, then there is
usually a 0 in row j, except maybe for a constant number of columns. In other applications one might choose to replace 2t
by another function of t . Sometimes while studying the set of possibilities for what is missing from an s-tuple of rows, we
find for example that one of the possibilities looks like this:
< t < t
i
j
k
0
1
0
 0
1
1

,
which then means that we form the implication i → j.
We say that a column violates the implication i → j if it has a 0 in row i and a 1 in row j. Thus, i → jmeans that there are
at most 2t columns that violate the implication.
We call implications that never get violated pure implications, and implications that get violated at least once impure
implications.
Consider the directed graph G, where the vertices are the rows, and the directed edges are the implications. Suppose that
we had an implication i → j and that we also had a path in G
i = i0 → i1 → i2 → · · · → in = j.
Then, if a column violates i → j, it must also violate one of ia−1 → ia. Indeed, if a column has a 0 in row i and a 1 in row j,
the first row from the path where there is a change from a 0 to a 1 is such an a.
Using this, we are able in some cases to select just some small set I of implications, so that, if a column of A violates any
implication, then it must necessarily violate an implication in I. Then the number of columns violating any implication will
be at most 2t · |I|. If |I| is small enough, we can delete every column that violates an implication, thus making columns
previously marked as being ‘‘in short supply’’ as now being completely absent. Note that Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.6 both
do this.
5. Quadratic bound
To obtain a proof of Theorem 1.3, we use the standard decomposition of Section 2. It suffices then to prove that for every
X ∈ Av(m, F8(t)) there is a row r for which ∥Cr(X)∥ isΘ(m).
Let X ∈ Av(m, F8(t ′)), and consider Cr(X). The fact that X contains no configuration F8(t ′) means that Cr(X) does not
have any of the following three configurations, for t = ⌊ t ′+12 ⌋ + 1:
T1(t) =
1 0
0 1
0 0
t ·
1 0
0 1
1 1

, T2(t) =
1 0
0 1
1 1
t ·
1 0
0 1
0 0

,
T3(t) =
0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
t ·
0 1
1 1
0 0

.
We now focus our attention on matrices A ∈ Av(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}). We make the following bold claim.
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Lemma 5.1. Let t be given. Then forb(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}) ≤ 12tm.
The proof of Lemma 5.1 and the proof of Theorem 1.3 are given at the end of this section. We will need some additional
lemmas.
The following are all the possibilities of columns that are either missing or in short supply on three rows if we forbid
T1(t), T2(t), and T3(t). This was computed using the C++ program referred to in Section 3. Checking that a triple rows of A
satisfying each Pi has no configuration T1(t), T2(t), T3(t) is quite easy, but a computer is used to avoid the enormous amount
of work that would be required to establish that the list is complete.
P1 =
no no1
0
1
 0
1
1

, P2 =
< t < t no no0
0
1
 1
0
1
 0
1
1
 1
1
1

P3 =
< t < t no no0
1
0
 1
0
1
 0
1
1
 1
1
1

, P4 =
< t < t < t no1
1
0
 0
0
1
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

P5 =
< t < t < t no1
0
0
 0
0
1
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

, P6 =
no < t no0
1
0
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

P7 =
no < t < t no0
0
0
 0
0
1
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

, P8 =
no < t < t no0
0
0
 0
1
0
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

P9 =
< t < t < t < t no0
1
0
 0
0
1
 1
0
1
 0
1
1
 1
1
1

, P10 =
< t < t < t < t1
0
0
 0
1
0
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

P11 =
no < t < t < t0
1
0
 0
0
1
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

, P12 =
no < t < t < t < t0
0
0
 0
1
0
 0
0
1
 1
0
1
 0
1
1

P13 =
no no no0
0
1
 0
1
1
 1
1
1

, P14 =
< t no no1
0
0
 0
0
1
 0
1
1

P15 =
no no no0
0
0
 0
0
1
 0
1
1

, P16 =
< t no < t no0
1
0
 0
0
1
 0
1
1
 1
1
1

P17 =
< t no < t no1
0
0
 0
0
1
 0
1
1
 1
1
1

, P18 =
< t < t no < t1
0
0
 0
1
0
 0
0
1
 0
1
1

P19 =
no < t no < t0
0
0
 0
1
0
 0
0
1
 0
1
1

, P20 =
no < t no < t0
0
0
 1
0
0
 0
0
1
 0
1
1

P21 =
no no0
1
0
 0
0
1

.
We say that a row r of A is non-essential if ∥Cr(A)∥ ≤ 4t , since in such a case we could use induction as in (2) (for the case
where we are forbidding {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}) to prove Lemma 5.1 (in fact ∥Cr(A)∥ ≤ 12t would suffice).
Lemma 5.2. If A ∈ Av(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}) has a triple of rows i, j, k that satisfies one of P2, P4, P8, P9, P10, P12, P17, P18,
and P19, then there is a non-essential row r of A.
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Proof. If we analyse the columns that could be in long supply for each of the cases, we see in each case that one of the rows
of A is not necessary to distinguish between columns in long supply.
Perhaps an example would be useful. Suppose that A is missing P2 in rows i, j, k, in that order. So A satisfies the following
from rows i, j, k:
P2 =
< t < t no no
i
j
k
0
0
1
 1
0
1
 0
1
1
 1
1
1

.
Let us analyse the columns that could be in long supply (denoted l.s.). Those columns are
l.s l.s l.s l.s
i
j
k
1
1
0
 1
0
0
 0
1
0
 0
0
0

,
and we can see that row k is non-essential and deduce that |Ck(A)| ≤ 2t . The same happens for the other cases: in each of
them, there is a row r , like row k, for which ∥Cr(A)∥ ≤ 2t . 
If we assume that there are no non-essential rows, then we may restrict our attention to matrices which for all triples of
rows satisfy one of the cases P1, P3, P5, P6, P7, P11, P13, P14, P15, P16, P20, or P21.
Wewill nowuse the technique of implications described in Section 3 to delete a linear number of columns fromA (without
deleting any row) in order to obtain a matrix A′ for which there is a row r such that ∥Cr(A′)∥ is bounded by a constant that
does not depend on A or r (but might depend on t).
First, we give a property of directed graphs.
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a directed graph on m vertices. Then we can colour the edges of G using three colours (blue, red, and green)
in such a way that G satisfies the following properties.
(R) There are at most 2m red edges.
(B) If r → a and r → b are blue, then neither a → b nor b → a (for any colour).
(G) If a → b is green, there is a blue–red path from a to b.
Note: A blue–red path is a path that does not contain any green edges.
Proof. The idea for this colouring came from an idea first introduced by Anstee and Sali in [6], although the actual colouring
is different. We provide an algorithmic proof.
1. Divide G into strongly connected components C1, C2, . . . , Ck ordered in a way consistent with the order given by the
acyclic ordering (so that, if i < j, there might be a path between a vertex of Ci and a vertex of Cj, but there is no path
back).
2. Pick a strongly connected component Ci. It is well known that there is a strongly connected subgraph Hi of Ci that uses
all the vertices of Ci and that the number of edges is at most 2|Ci|. For every edge of Ci, see whether it is in Hi or not. If it
is, colour it with red; if it is not, colour it with green.
3. Colour every remaining edge with blue.
Notice that currently the only property that may not be satisfied is (B). We will change some of the blue edges to green
(leaving the red edges intact) until we get the desired property, but never breaking (R) or (G).
Notice also that red edges always stay on the same strongly connected component, while blue edges always go to a higher
level. To make this statement precise, define a level function λ : V (G)→ N as
λ(v) := i if v ∈ Ci.
We have the property that, if v → u is a red edge, then λ(v) = λ(u), and, if v → u is a blue edge, then λ(v) < λ(u).
This property will be preserved during all steps of the colouring algorithm. In particular, it is true when applying steps 1
through 3.
4. Go through all the strongly connected components, and for each component go through each vertex. Suppose that we
are at vertex v. Look at the set of blue edges coming out of v. Say that their endpoints are v1, v2, . . . , vd.
5. If there is an edge vi → vj (of any colour), paint v → vj with green.
It is easy to check that step 5 preserves property (G). We only need to prove that there is a blue–red path from v to vj.
We know there is a blue–red path Pvi,vj from vi to vj, and, since v → vi is blue, we can consider the path v → vi plus Pvi,vj .
This can be done as long as Pvi,vj does not contain v → vj, and indeed it cannot, because red edges always stay in the same
connected component, while blue edges always go to a higher level, and since v → vi is blue and the path Pvi,vj is blue–red,
λ(v) < λ(vi) ≤ λ(vj). This implies that Pvi,vj cannot contain vertex v. 
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Lemma 5.4. Let A ∈ Av(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}) have no non-essential rows. Form the directed graph G on m vertices whose
edges are the implications in A and colour G using Lemma 5.3. Then we can delete at most 4tm columns from A so that all red
implications are pure.
Proof. There are at most 2m red edges and there are at most 2t columns that violate any given implication; hence there
are at most 4tm columns that violate red implications. We can delete at most 4tm columns to make the red implications
pure. 
If a column violates a green implication, it must also violate an implication in a blue–red path, so it must violate either
a blue or a red implication. So, if we manage to purify the blue implications, no column could violate a green implication
either.
We will devote some time to proving there are at most 4tm columns that violate at least one blue implication.
Lemma 5.5. Let A ∈ Av(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}) with no non-essential rows. Colour the associated implication graph as above.
In any triple of rows r, ri, rj where r → ri and r → rj are blue and impure, then either P16 or P21 is satisfied.
Proof. By Lemma 5.2, we know that, in any triple of rows, one of P1, P3, P5, P6, P7, P11, P13, P14, P15, P16, P20, P21 has to be
satisfied on the triple r, ri, rj. Having the implications r → ri and r → rj means that the following is satisfied in the triple
of rows r, ri, rj for some 0 ≤ a < 2t:
< 2t − a < 2t − a = a
r
ri
rj
0
1
0
 0
0
1
 0
1
1

.
We can go through each of the remaining cases (except P16 and P21) and observe that the implications r → ri and r → rj
are already not violated.
In each case we will find a contradiction by finding either a non-essential row, contradicting the hypothesis, or ri → rj
(or rj → ri), which is a contradiction to the fact that r → ri and r → rj are blue.
For each case Pi, we number the rows of Pi by 1, 2, 3 as they appear in our listing of what is missing. Note that we cannot
have two implications a → b and b → a (this would yields a non-essential row). There are in fact at most two implications
on the three rows r, ri, rj. Here is a quick check for each case.
P1: If r corresponds to row 1 of P1, then we get either ri → rj or rj → ri, a contradiction. If r corresponds to row 2, we get
the same contradiction. And if r corresponds to row 3, then one of the rows ri and row rj is non-essential.
P3: We already have the implication 1→ 2, so row r must correspond with row 1, but then the row corresponding to row
3 of P3 will be non-essential.
P5: We already have 1→ 3 and 2→ 3, so no matter how we set row r we will have a contradiction.
P6: We already have the implication 1→ 2. If we set r to correspond to 1, then we also get the implication 2→ 3.
P7: We already have 2→ 3 and 1→ 3, so no matter how we set row r we will have a contradiction.
P11: We already have 2→ 3 and 1→ 3.
P13: The columns involved in the implications already have been marked with ‘no’, so they never get violated anyway.
P14: We already have 1→ 3. Then row r must correspond to row 1 of P14, but then row r becomes non-essential.
P15: We already have 1→ 3. Then row r must correspond to row 1 of P15, but then row r becomes non-essential.
P20: We already have 1→ 3. Then row r must correspond to row 1 of P20, but then row r becomes non-essential.
Hence we must have either P16 or P21 on every triple r, ri, rj. 
Lemma 5.6. Let A ∈ Av(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}) with no non-essential rows, whose implication graph is coloured to satisfy the
conditions (R), (B), (G) of Lemma 5.3. We may delete at most 4tm columns from A so that no blue implication is violated in what
remains.
Proof. We will prove something a bit stronger: for every row r , the number of columns that violate a blue implication
coming out of r is bounded by a 4t . Take a row r and consider Bluer , the induced subgraph on the blue children of r . That is,
Bluer = {s ∈ V (G) : r → s is blue}. We will assume that |Bluer | ≥ 3. If |Bluer | ≤ 2, we have at most 4t columns that violate
the blue implications out of r . Let Bluer = {r1, . . . , rℓ}. Notice that, if a triple of rows r, ri, rj with r → ri and r → rj impure
and blue satisfies either P16 or P21, then in particular it must satisfy this:
< t no < 2t
r
ri
rj
0
1
0
 0
0
1
 0
1
1

,
which means that in a columnwhere row r is 0 and row rj is 1, then row ri is 1. We restrict our attention to the submatrix of
A given as [Br(A)Cr(A)] in (1). Using our notation row(ri) to denote the set given by row ri considered as an incidence vector
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(but restricting to the submatrix [Br(A)Cr(A)]), we have row(rj) ⊆ row(ri). Every pair of rows in Bluer then must have one
contained in the other (under the 0s of row r), which means that we can order the sets row(r1), row(r2), . . . , row(rℓ) into
an ascending chain.
Therefore we can separate the columns that have a 0 in row r into three categories. The first, C0, consists of the columns
with all entries in rows r1, r2, . . . , rℓ being 0. The second category, C1, consists of all columns with all the entries in rows
r1, r2, . . . , rℓ being 1. And the last, C, consists of columns that start with some number of 0s and end with 1s, like this:
r
r1
...
ri
ri+1
...
rℓ

0
0
...
0
1
...
1

.
We deal with these three categories separately.
Columns in C0: These columns already do not violate any implication r → ri.
Columns in C: Rows r1 and rℓ, in addition to satisfying row(r1) ⊆ row(rℓ), must also satisfy
< t
r
r1
rℓ
0
0
1

,
which means that the number of columns with 0 in row r , 0 in row r1, and 1 in row rℓ is at most t − 1. This means
that |C| < t .
Columns in C1: We may use the fact that each triple r, ri, rj satisfies
< 2t
r
ri
rj
0
1
1

,
so C1 < 2t as well.
In conclusion, for each row r we can delete atmost 4t columns, and then every blue implication r → ri is pure.We repeat
this for every row r , and, by deleting at most 4tm columns of A, every blue implication is pure. 
After these column deletions, every blue implication is pure, and we may now assume that every implication is pure.
No column violates either blue or red implications, which means that no column violates any green implications. We have
managed to delete only a linear number of columns of Awithout deleting any row, and now no implication gets violated.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We will show that forb(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}) ≤ 12tm. Let A ∈ Av(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}). By (2)
as described above, we may assume that A has no non-essential rows. For every triple of rows of A, we choose Pi if Pi is
satisfied in that triple (some other condition, Pj, might be satisfied as well, but pick one for every triple). This yields a map
p : S3(A)→ {Pi : i ∈ {1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21}} (by Lemma 5.2), where S3(A) is the set of triples of rows of A.
Using Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.6, we can delete at most 8tm columns and assume that all implications associated to one
of the Pi in the image of S3(A) are pure. We now perform induction again with a new hypothesis.
We wish to show that, for A ∈ Av(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}) satisfying that each triple of rows has a chosen satisfied
condition Pi (for some i ∈ {1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21}) and that any implications arising from these chosen
conditions are pure, ∥A∥ ≤ 4tm. We note that any submatrix of A satisfies the same hypotheses. Thus it suffices to appeal to
our induction argument (2) and show that A has a non-essential row. We will in fact show that, after the above operations,
every row is non-essential, and so, without loss of generality, we may consider row 1.
Let A ∈ Av(m, {T1(t), T2(t), T3(t)}) satisfy that each triple of rows has a chosen satisfied condition Pi, with i ∈
{1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21}, and that any implications arising from these chosen conditions are pure. Consider
a triple of rows 1, r, s from A. In this triple, one of the 12 cases will have been chosen to be satisfied, so, for the pair r, s
in C1(A), two rows corresponding to two rows of one of the 12 Pis must be satisfied, since C1(A) consists of the repeated
columns.
Consider a (0, 1)-row with n columns as the incidence vector of a subset of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We now use row(r) to
denote row r in C1(A), since we have restricted our attention to this matrix. We show by the case analysis below that, if
two columns are absent on a pair of rows r, s, then either row(r) = ∅ or row(r) = [n], (or row(s) = ∅ or row(s) = [n]),
or row(r) = row(s), or row(r) = row(s)c . In all these cases, it is clear that there is a row of A which is non-essential, as
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deleting it will not affect the simplicity. If row(r) = ∅, this means that row r consists of all 0s, and so deleting it will not
affect the simplicity. Another way to think about this is that a row of 0s or 1s does not help distinguish any columns from
each other, so Cr(A) is empty. The same holds true if a row is equal to another row, or if a row is the (0, 1)-complement of
another row.
If two columns are absent, then only two columns can be present. Thus, the following hold.
1. If the two columns absent are
no no
r
s

1
0
 
1
1

or
no no
r
s

0
1
 
0
0

,
then row(r) = ∅ (row r is all 0s) in the former, or row(r) = [n] (row r is all 1s) in the latter.
2. If the columns missing are
no no
r
s

0
1
 
1
0

,
then row(r) = row(s).
3. If the columns missing are
no no
r
s

0
0
 
1
1

,
then row(r) = row(s)c .
Wemay check each case P1, P3, P5, P6, P7, P11, P13, P14, P15, P16, P20, P21 to find that two columns are absent for each pair
of rows of C1(A), except for P6 and P14 when row 1 of A corresponds to row 3 of P6 or row 2 of P14.
In the case when 1, r, s form a P6 or a P14, and row 1 of A corresponds to row 3 of P6 or row 2 of P14, we have (for some
order of r and s)
no < t
r
s

0
1
 
1
0

,
which means that row(s) ⊆ row(r), and the difference row(r) \ row(s) is at most t .
Construct the following coloured semi-directed graph.
• The vertices are the rows r of C1(A)with row(r) ≠ ∅ and row(r) ≠ [n].• Place a purple edge between two rows r, s if row(r) = row(s).
• Place a yellow edge between two rows r, s if row(r) = row(s)c .
• Place a directed edge r → s if row(r) ⊆ row(s).
If some rows are equal, wewill treat them as being just one row. So we can take the quotient of the graph over the purple
edges (in other words, we contract the purple edges), and work in the new graph.
If two yellow edges share a vertex, the non-shared vertices must have a purple edge between them, because the
complement of the complement is itself. Since we did the quotient over purple edges, we can assume that no two yellow
edges share a vertex.
So we are left with only directed and yellow edges. We will prove that there are no yellow edges. We proceed by
contradiction. Suppose that we have a yellow edge between rows r1 and r2 so that row(r1) = row(r2)c . If there is no other
row, then the matrix has at most two columns, and we are done. Assume that r is another row, different from r1 or r2.
Consider the edge between r and r1 and between r and r2. Let us analyse the four possibilities. Clearly the edge cannot be
yellow or purple.
• If r → r1 and r → r2, then row(r) ⊆ row(r1) and row(r) ⊆ row(r2) contradicts row(r1) = row(r2)c if row(r) ≠ ∅. So,
we conclude that row(r) = ∅, contradicting our construction.
• If r → r1 and r2 → r , then row(r2) ⊆ row(r1), a contradiction.• If r1 → r and r → r2, then row(r1) ⊆ row(r2), a contradiction.• If r1 → r and r2 → r , then we have that row(r) contains both a set and its complement. This means that row(r) = [n],
contradicting our construction.
Every pair of rows r, s has a directed edge, and therefore we have a tournament. We note that the graph has no directed
cycles (since a directed edge means containment of rows), and hence it is a transitive tournament. This in particular yields
a path that goes through all the vertices (a complete ordering of the rows).
But we havemore. A directed edge only occurs in cases P6 and P14, when row 1 of A corresponds to row 3 of P6 or row 2 of
P14. In these two cases, when a row r contains row s, we also have that we get that rows r and s differ in at most t columns.
And since the first row in the path (the one with the least number of 1s) and the last (the onewith themost) have to differ in
at most t places, there must be at most t + 2 columns in C1(A), and so row 1 is non-essential, which proves the lemma. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let A ∈ Av(m, F8(t)). We simply use induction as in (2) (replacing t by t+12 + 1), using Lemma 5.1 to
deduce that there is a row r forwhich ∥Cr(A)∥ is linear, and hence forb(m, F) isO(m2). The remaining conclusion, that adding
columns to F8(t) not already present in the t part makes forb jump to being at least cubic, follows from the constructions
in Conjecture 1.2 and has been checked with a computer (this is how we found F8(t) in the first place). For completeness,
we include a brief argument. For example, consider the possibilities for α not in F8(1). If α consists of all 1s or three 1s or
two 1s but on the first two rows, then each pair of rows of [F8(1) | α] has a column of two 1s, and so [F8(1) | α] is not in
Im/3× Im/3× Im/3. This also handles the cases where α is all 0s or one 1 or two 1s on the last two rows using Icm/3× Icm/3× Icm/3.
So, consider α with two 1s, say in the first and fourth rows. Then [F8(1) | α] has the 2 × 2 matrix I2 on each pair of rows,
and so [F8(1) | α] is not in Tm/3 × Tm/3 × Tm/3. Thus forb(m, [F8(1) | α]) isΩ(m3). 
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